Character Counts: The Six Pillars
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At A Glance
Key Understanding: Character is what determines how we behave,
even when no one is looking,

Active Opening Activity – 10 minutes:
•
•

Role of a ‘character’ in TV, Movie or story
Stones/Rough Stones – Smooth Stones

Relating Activity to Responsibility / Character (Anchor)– 5
minutes
•

•
•

Define ‘Character’
How can you tell if someone has ‘good character’.
Share examples to explain ‘character’.

Creating a Vision (Apply)– 15 minutes (Content Delivery)
•
•
•

Present each of the six pillars
Power point – optional
Categorize characteristics of pillars.

Application and Reflection (Away )
Choice of:
•
•
•

Six Pillar Play
Six Pillar Collage
Who Is Someone

•Summarize key point
!A person’s character is shown by how they act, think, and feel in life.
It isn’t just one thing, it's the pattern by how you interact with others and
how you treat yourself.
!Character is about ‘doing the right thing’ even when no one is
watching.

"Assessment
#Polished Stones
OR
Scavenger Hunt or Six Pillars Puzzle

Bridge to Next Lesson: (2 minutes) preview topic:
Trustworthiness
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Lesson Details
• Time: 35 to 45 minutes

• Learners will:
!Learn (identify) the six
pillars of character
!Understand what each of
the pillars mean
!Identify key words for each
of each of the pillars
• Opening Activity:
Smooth Stones/Rough
Stones
• Closing Activity
Polished Stones
" Materials and Supplies
$Large pillars, cut out of art
paper, in the following colors:
Blue, Yellow, Green, Orange,
Red, and Purple
$Pillar cutouts
$magazines, glue, scissors,
markers (based on activity
selected)
"Handouts:
(Based on activity selected)
• Six Pillar Play
• Six Pillar Collage
• Who Is Someone
• Character Scavenger
Hunt
• Six Pillar Word Puzzle
"Teaching Aids
$Access to projector if using
power point
$Example of a ‘character’
from TV, movie, book or
game
$Pillars of Character power
point
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Materials and Supplies Needed
Handouts

•

Choice of these activities:
o Six Pillars at Play Six Pillars at Play.pdf
o Six Pillars Collage Six Pillars Collage.docx
o Who Is Someone? Who is Someone actvity.docx
Character Counts Scavenger Hunt:
Character_Scavenger_Hunt.pdf (Available free at :

1 copy per child

http://resources.charactercounts.org/freeresources/lesson-plans/)
•
•

OR
Six Pillar Word Search puzzle (This activity is from the

Good Ideas book, available for purchase from the
CHARACTER COUNTS! online store:
http://www.charactercounts.org/materials)
six pillar puzzle and key.pdf
Six_Pillar_Puzzle.pdf
Teaching Aids

%Treasure Chest: Rough Stones, Polished Stones
%Projector if using power point
%Power point file available in needed format Polish Stones Six Pillars of
Character.pptx
%Six Large paper ‘pillars’ in each color: Blue, Yellow, Green, Orange, Red and
Purple%
%Pillar cutouts Pillar cutouts.docx
%Illustration of ‘character’ from movie, TV or game. Ex: Simba from ‘The Lion
King’.
Character Simba.docx
Materials and Supplies based on activity choice:
o For Collage: agazines for cutting, scissors, glue, paper or poster board

Background
Information/
Resources

Lesson Goal(s): For students to understand what positive character is and
to be able to identify the six pillars (traits) of good character.
The following link provides an overview of the Character Counts program and the six
pillars: https://charactercounts.org/program-overview/

Talking with Trees offers a lesson plan and explanation of ‘What is Character:
https://talkingtreebooks.com/definition/what-is-character-definition.html

!Activity handouts were obtained or adapted from: ‘Good Ideas to Help Young
People Develop Good Character, Character Counts Coalition; 9841 Airport
Blvd., Suite 300, Los Angeles, California
The following is taken from CharacterCounts.org
(https://charactercounts.org/program-overview/six-pillars/
‘The Six Pillar of Character® values are not politically, religiously, or culturally biased. In
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fact, every year since 1995 our program has been officially recognized and endorsed in
a National Proclamation by the U.S. Senate and The President of the United States.
TRUSTWORTHINESS
Be honest in communications and actions • Don’t deceive, cheat or steal • Be reliable — do
what you say you’ll do • Have the courage to do the right thing • Build a good reputation • Be
loyal — stand by your family, friends, and country • Keep your promises
RESPECT
Treat others with respect and follow the Golden Rule • Be tolerant and accepting of
differences • Use good manners, not bad language • Be considerate of the feelings of others
• Don’t threaten, hit or hurt anyone • Deal peacefully with anger, insults, and disagreements
RESPONSIBILITY
Do what you are supposed to do • Plan ahead • Be diligent • Persevere • Do your best • Use
self-control • Be self-disciplined • Think before you act • Be accountable for your words,
actions and attitudes • Set a good example for others • Choose a positive attitude • Make
healthy choices
FAIRNESS
Play by the rules • Take turns and share • Be open-minded; listen to others • Don’t take
advantage of others • Don’t blame others carelessly • Treat all people fairly
CARING
Be kind • Be compassionate and show you care • Show Empathy • Express gratitude •
Forgive others and show mercy • Help people in need • Be charitable and altruistic
CITIZENSHIP
Do your share to make your home, school, community and greater world better • Cooperate
• Get involved in community affairs • Stay informed; vote • Be a good neighbor • Obey laws
and rules • Respect authority • Protect the environment • Volunteer”

Resources

(Character Counts) https://charactercounts.org/program-overview/six-pillars/
(Lovewell Press, 2013) Talking with Trees
https://talkingtreebooks.com/definition/what-is-character-definition.html
(Journal Buddies, 2019)https://www.journalbuddies.com/teacher-parentresources/what-is-good-character/
(Josephson Institute of Ethics, 2002) ‘Good Ideas to Help Young People
Develop Good Character, Character Counts Coalition; 9841 Airport Blvd., Suite
300, Los Angeles, California
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Goals
Lesson Goal(s): Polished stones – Pillars of Character
Key Understanding: Character is what determines how we behave, even when no one is looking.
Objectives:
$Learn (identify) the six pillars of character
$Understand what each of the pillars mean
$Identify key words for each of the pillars.
Background: Teachers and parents talk about having good character, building character, and good
character traits — but what does it all mean?
‘In general, people who are considered to have good character often have traits like integrity, honesty,
courage, loyalty, fortitude, and other important virtues that promote good behavior. These character traits
define who they are as people—and highly influence the choices they make in their lives.
Furthermore, a person with good character does the right thing because they believe it is the right thing to
do. They don’t act because someone else is influencing or pressuring them to do so, and they don’t do
something just because they want to look good in front of others. They take the right action because it is
important to them to live life according to their personal values.’

(Journal Buddies, 2019) https://www.journalbuddies.com/teacher-parent-resources/what-is-goodcharacter/
Curriculum Introduction
#Introduce yourself to the group
#Stand where everyone can see you and hear what you say
&Welcome students to Character Counts
&Provide an overview of the program –preview program and upcoming lessons
Opening Activity– 5 to 10 Minutes
#Today we are going to talk about ‘character’
→Display picture/graphic of a popular figure (Simba from the Lion King, any character that they
will know about.) Character Simba.docx
→Discuss:
- They are a ‘character’
- They have expectations given to them by someone else, like in their script
- The ‘character’ we are going to talk about is you
- Who decides how you will think and act?
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#Rough Stones / Smooth Stones
!Provide each student with a rough stone
o How does the stone feel?
o How might the roughness affect you? (hurts, irritating, uncomfortable to hold
o What might happen over time if we polish the stone?
Relating Game / Activity Experience (Anchor) 5 minutes
#Explain that some time we are like a rough stone, we don’t know what is right or wrong.
In Your own Words:
! If we learn how to be a person of good character: trustworthy, respectful,
responsible, fair, caring and a good citizen; and act with positive character, with practice or
polishing we can become a gem of character. Reinforce the idea of expectations of our
character.

Creating a Vision – (Add) (Content Delivery)
#Share objectives:
$Learn (identify) the six pillars of character
$Understand what each of the pillars mean
$Identify key words for each of the pillars.
#Define character: (Display definition on poster or smart board)
Dictionary definition: the mental and moral qualities distinctive to an individual.
!What does that mean?
A person’s character is shown by how they act, think, and feel in life. It isn’t just one thing, it's
the ‘pattern’ or a ‘model’ of how you interact with others and how you treat yourself.
#Share examples:
→Possible examples: What do you call your teacher? ‘Mr/Mrs.’ Which shows respect.
Showing respect is part of having good character.
→Does anyone have a pet? Do you feed and water the pet? That shows you are being
responsible, it is another part of having good character.
→We think of a person with ‘good character’ as someone practices character traits like
‘honesty, respect, responsibility, caring,
Key Point: →EVEN when no lone is looking.
# Share the six pillars with slide show/poster Polish Stones Six Pillars of Character.pptx
!The Six Pillars of Character® are: Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring and
Citizenship. (https://charactercounts.org/sixpillars.html)

Each Pillar is consistently identified with a color:
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Trustworthiness – Blue, Respect – Gold/Yellow, Responsibility – Green, Fairness – Orange,
Caring – Red, Citizenship – Purple.

OR
#Prepare six large pillars cut from a roll of art paper or poster. Each ‘pillar’ should be the color
of one of the six pillars (Blue, Gold/Yellow, Green, Orange, Red and Purple)
- Handout small pillars, each with characteristics of one of the pillars.
- Lead students to categorize the characteristic on their pillar and post them on the
appropriate pillar.
- Students could also have blank pillars on which to write a characteristic of a pillar
#Remember them by thinking: Terrific!
T - Trustworthiness - Blue
R – Respect – Gold/Yellow
R – Responsibility - Green
F – Fairness - Orange
C – Caring - Red
C- Citizenship - Purple

Application and Reflection (Apply)
#Select one of the following activities
Option 1: Six Pillar Play – Students review situations and identify which pillar is being
practiced.
Scenarios can be read aloud to all OR , divide students in pairs, distribute scenarios to
students to read and discuss. Six Pillars at Play.pdf

Option 2: ‘Who is someone?’ Students identify someone who practices the pillars of
character. Students draw a picture of the person and write a few sentences explaining why
their person demonstrates good character. Who is Someone actvity.docx
Option 3: Six Pillars Collage Students create a collage of the six pillars of character by
identifying pictures that represent the pillars, cutting them out and pasting them on poster
board. Six Pillars Collage.docx
#Explain that now we have the six pillars of character. Ask students to name the pillars.
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Summarize Key Concepts
!A person’s character is shown by how they act, think, and feel in life. It isn’t just one thing,
it's the pattern by how you interact with others and how you treat yourself.
!Character is about ‘doing the right thing’ even when no one is watching.

Assessment and Goal Setting

# Polished Stones
1. Remind students about the stone they had in the beginning. What was it like….
2. Have each student choose a polished stone
3. Note: Our first stone was rough, this one is smooth. Talk about how smooth the stone is
to the touch. How did the stone get that smooth? (Polishing over and over.)
4. How can we develop our character? (Practice the pillars over and over.)
5. As each student holds their stone, ask them for one thing they will try to do to show
good character or to practice one of the pillars.
6. Wrap up – keep your stones in your pocket. When you feel it, it can remind you to make
a good choice, do the right thing, show good character.

" Additional Optional Activities
# Provide students with the Character Scavenger Hunt to complete in pairs or small groups. Review
the answers when finished. Character_Scavenger_Hunt.pdf
OR
# Provide each student with a word search ‘Six Pillar Puzzle’. Students are to find the words for each
pillar, using the color of the pillar to underline or highlight them. Review answers. six pillar puzzle and
key.pdf,
Six_Pillar_Puzzle.pdf

Preview Next Lesson
#Explain that today we looked at ‘Character’. In the next lessons, we will look at each of the pillars of
character. The first one is: Trustworthiness!
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Read up and reach out at www.charactercounts.org
IDEA #192

Six Pillars Collages ‘In nothing do men approach so nearly to the
gods as in doing good to others.’ Marcus Cicero

OVERVIEW: Youngsters demonstrate and discuss the Six Pillars of Character
as they are depicted in magazine photographs and illustrations.
PREPARATION / MATERIALS:
● various magazines (as many as possible)
● safety scissors
●

paper

● glue or paste
PROCEDURE:
Spread out magazines on tables. Provide youngsters with safety scissors, paper and glue and

have them search through magazines looking for pictures demonstrating the Six Pillars
of Character: trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship.
Say: Your assignment is to find one picture for each of the Six Pillars, cut it out
and make a Six Pillars collage by pasting it on to your paper in a nice looking

way. Above each picture, write the name of the value.
After the children are finished, have each one show his/her creation, explaining
how the pictures on their collages depict the six core values. The papers can then be
put on a wall or taken home.
Another option is to go through the same process focusing on one specified value

(e.g., everyone could cut out pictures related to respect). Then post all the
papers on the same wall. The next day (or week), do the same for another value
and another section of the wall until good character is all around!
Adapted from the YMCA's "Character Development Starter Kit” (YMCA of the USA,
Chicago, IL).
©2002 Josephson Institute of Ethics
Good Ideas to Help Young People Develop Good Character

423

Read up and reach out at www.charactercounts.org

IDEA #95
Nothing is so contagious as an example. (- Duc De La Rochefoucauld

Who Do You Look Up To?
OVERVIEW: Youngsters think about and discuss what it means to be a “person of

character.” They draw someone they consider a good example of the Six Pillars
in action and describe why this person is worthy of admiration.
.
PREPARATION/MATERIALS:

• tape recorder and a tape of popular music all the kids know.

PROCEDURE:

Ask the youngsters: Does anyone know what it means to have good character? Solicit
responses, then say: It's easy to tell if someone is a person of character. All you do is
watch to see how well they practice the Six Pillars of Character: trustworthiness,
respect, responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship. People of character are people
we look up to. Who do you think of when you hear “person of character?”
Distribute copies of the “Who Do You Look Up To?” worksheet and have them draw a
picture of a person who models the Six Pillars. Then tell them to write a sentence or

two explaining why this person has good character.
Contributed by Ken Newbury, Toledo Public Schools (Toledo, OH).
Good Ideas to Help Young People Develop Good Character
©2002 Josephson Institute of Ethic

The following adapted from: Good Ideas to Help Young People Develop Good Character
©2002 Josephson Institute of Ethics, ‘Who is someone you can look up to?

Who is Someone You Can Look Up To?
Someone to look up
to lives by the Six
Pillars of Character:
Trustworthiness
Respect
Responsibility
Fairness
Caring
Citizenship

Person of Character

Name
_________________

Draw or write about a person of character that
you know.

6- to 9-year-olds

If we pick up our litter and
help to keep the classroom
clean and tidy, we are being good....

Listening to the teacher
and not talking when others are speaking means we
are showing....

Sometimes people tell us
things that they don’t want
others to know. Keeping a
secret means we are....

If the teacher asks us to
do homework or another
activity, we should try to
hand it in on time to show
we are.....

When we do work we
should not copy someone
else’s work. If we copy
other people’s answers we
are not being.....

If we play sports, we should
play by the rules. This is a
good example of....

When we are playing
outside, we should try to
include our classmates and
make everyone feel special. This shows we are.....

Everybody has something
special that is their own.
We should not damage
or break other people’s
things because that would
not be.....

If we do not understand
something in class asking
for help is a good way to
show we are.....

Hitting other people is not a
good example of......

When we make a promise
we should try to keep it.
This is an example of how
we can show......

Read each of the sentences in the boxes above. Try to find the missing word in each box. The words
are hidden somewhere in your classroom. When you find the correct word, write it in the space in the
box. Try to find as many as you can!

www.CharacterCounts.org
charactercounts.org

© 2013
2008 Josephson Institute

When we see someone
hurt, unhappy, or sad we
should listen to why they
are upset and show we
are...

CHARACTER COUNTS! is a registered
service mark
trademark
of Josephson
of Josephson
Institute.Institute.

CharacterScavenger
Scavenger HuntHunt
Character

Trustworthiness
At A Glance
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Key Understanding: Trustworthiness is being honest, having integrity

Lesson Details

and being loyal. Trustworthiness means you can be relied upon to be
truthful.

• Time: 35 – 45 minutes

Active Opening Activity – 10 minutes:
!M&M Expectations

Relating Activity to Character - Building relationships
(Anchor)– 5 minutes
• Discussion: We need to be able to ‘trust’ packaging.
• Teachers/Friends/Employers need to be able to ‘trust’ us.

Creating a Vision (Apply)– 15 minutes (Content Delivery)
•
•
•
•

Display Pillar of Trustworthiness
Define Trustworthiness

“Purse: Honesty” video and discussion
Being trustworthy, honest and having integrity are values
that are important’.

Application
"Activity: What would you do?
•Summarize key points
•
•
•
•

Telling the truth, being honest is easier than lying – even if you
think the truth will get you in trouble.
Trustworthiness is ‘the ability to be relied on as honest or
truthful.’ – It means you can trust that M&Ms are in the bag!
We will be more successful if we are trustworthy.

#Assessment

• Learners will:
$ explain the pillar of
Trustworthiness.
$evaluate actions as
Trustworthy or not.
$evaluate consequences of
being dishonest.

• Opening Activity:
M & M Expectations
• Closing Activity
‘Blue M and Ms
# Materials and Supplies
Handouts:
What Would You Do?
Teaching Aids:
Pillar of Trustworthiness
Media to play video
Internet connection to video
M & M – 2 bags and bowls
to dump contents
Small cups or bags of M
and Ms for each student
Interactive board or poster
board / markers

"Activity: Blue M and M’s – students describe Trustworthiness
Bridge to Next Lesson: (2 minutes) preview topic: Respect
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Materials and Supplies Needed
Student
Supplies

•

Handouts: What Would You Do? What Would You Do.docx

1 per student

(Handouts adapted from:
Grade_5_Integrity_Lesson_1_Defining_Honesty_and_Integrity.pdf(Website:
‘Random Acts of Kindness’)

Teaching
materials
and
supplies

!media to present short video, if this is not available; relate a brief synopsis of the
video

Background
Information

Lesson Goal(s): Trustworthiness
Key Understanding: Trustworthiness is being honest and having integrity.

https://www.passiton.com/inspirational-stories-tv-spots/112-purse

!large blue pillar of ‘Trustworthiness from intro ‘Six Pillars’ lesson if available
!poster board or interactive board to display discussion points
2 M & M bags, one filled with M & Ms, one with M & Ms replaced with beans or seeds
or other material
!container in which to dump M & M bags
!Small cups or bags of M and Ms, one for each student

Trustworthiness means you can be relied upon to be truthful.

Resources

Charactercounts.org https://charactercounts.org/program-overview/six-pillars/
(Random Acts of Kindness Foundation, 1995 – 2019)
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Goals
Lesson Goal(s):
Key Understanding: Trustworthiness is being honest, having integrity and being loyal. Trustworthiness
means you can be relied upon to be truthful.

Curriculum Introduction
"If possible, wear BLUE
"Introduce yourself to the group
"Stand where everyone can see you and hear what you say
%Welcome students to Character Counts
%Provide an overview of the program –preview program, Trustworthiness is the first of the six pillars
of character
Opening Active Game – 5 to 10 Minutes
"M & M expectations
→ Take out two bags of M&Ms.
One should be filled with M&Ms as expected;
the other should be filled with something else, such as small stones, rice, beans, etc.
→Lead discussion – Q and A
When you buy a bag of candy at the grocery store, what do you expect to find in the
package?
What should it look like? What quality?
Allow students to respond.
→ Then open the two bags and pour the contents into two bowls.
Lead Discussion: Are you surprised by what you see?
How would you feel if this happened to you?
Allow students to respond.
Adapted from:
(The Random Act of Kindness Foundation, 1995 -2019) https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/kindergartengrade-5-lesson-plans

Relating Game / Activity Respect (Anchor) 5 minutes
" Lead discussion:
Why might it be upsetting that the contents of the M & M bag were not M & Ms?
How would you feel if purchased an ‘Underarmour’ or ‘ Nike’ product and you found out it was
counterfeit?
Our laws and consumer rights tell us we are supposed to be able to ‘Trust’ what we purchase!
The same is true of us, personally.

SD Youth Foundation, Inc.
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Friends, teachers, parents need to ‘Trust’ that we are a person of character and are
Trustworthy.

Creating a Vision – (Add) (Content Delivery)

"Share objectives: Today we will...
$ explain the pillar of Trustworthiness.
$evaluate actions as Trustworthy or not.
$evaluate consequences of being dishonest.
" Display ‘Trustworthy’ pillar from ‘Six Pillars’ lesson if available.
" Define TRUSTWORTHINESS

&TRUSTWORTHINESS: the ability to be relied on as honest or truthful
Presentation Note: To make this more interactive; You may wish to put the characteristics
of trustworthiness on note cards or small posters, distribute them to students randomly and
then call on the students to share what is on their card.
•

(display on ‘pillar’, interactive board or poster)
• Be honest in communications and actions
• Don’t deceive, cheat or steal
• Be reliable — do what you say you’ll do
• Have the courage to do the right thing
• Build a good reputation
• Be loyal — stand by your family, friends, and country
• Keep your promises

&trustworthiness can be summed up in three words: Honesty, Integrity, and Loyalty

(add these words or circle them)
"Share Foundation for a Better Life “Purse: Honesty” video with the students
https://www.passiton.com/inspirational-stories-tv-spots/112-purse

&Pause the story after the woman gets on the bus and the boy realizes that she left her
purse.
&Lead discussion:
What do you think the boy will do?
o What would you do?
o Do the boy’s looks have any influence on what you think he will do?
o looks like he is indifferent to others:
o dressed in all black,
o listening to music,
o a sullen/disinterested look on his face.

SD Youth Foundation, Inc.
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&Would you think differently if he was well dressed, an adult.
&Play the rest of the video clip

&Discuss what happened…How would you describe this young man’s character?
Trustworthy, Honest, Has integrity?
&He could have kept the purse, correct? What might have been the consequences of
keeping the purse?
&What might be some consequences of his making such an effort to return the purse?
Important Note: We often make judgements about ‘trustworthiness’ based on physical
appearance – whether we realize it or not.
"Being trustworthy, honest and having integrity are values that are important’. (display on
interactive board, or poster)
&Lead discussion: Do you agree with this statement, why or why not?
&When we are honest, other people are able to trust and rely on us.
&Integrity: we stand up for what we believe is right.
&We can be more successful if people believe we are trustworthy.
Who are some of the people we want to believe in our trustworthiness, integrity and
honesty? Why?
• Teachers,
• Parents
• Future employers
• Friends

"Signs of Trustworthiness (Revisit the pillar from above – these are examples of being
trustworthy)
$ tell the truth, knowing that a consequence might result
$ are willing to try again even if they did not do as well as they would like the first time
$ return things that they borrow and in the proper condition as they received them
$ keep their promises and don’t tell secrets
$ are following through on their chores and responsibilities
$ are loyal to their friends, family, teams, etc.
http://northwestsamuel.ss10.sharpschool.com/our_school/counselor/character_education/the_pillar_of_trustworthiness

Application and Reflection

"Activity: What Would You Do?
&Divide class into small groups
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&Hand out: ‘What Would You Do?’ What Would You Do.docx
&Instruct students to Review each situation; discuss the statements and answer the questions
&In large group, review each of the scenarios, questions and student answers.
& What actions did the people in the scenarios take that showed integrity?
(This activity adapted from ‘How Honest Are You? Random Act of Kindness Foundation, Grade 5, Lesson 1)

"Key point: Telling the truth, being honest is easier than lying – even if you think the truth
will get you in trouble.
Summarize Key Concepts
&trustworthiness can be summed up in three words: Honesty, Integrity, and Loyalty
&Trustworthiness is ‘the ability to be relied on as honest or truthful.’ – It means you can trust that
M&Ms are in the bag!
&We will be more successful if we are trustworthy.
Assessment and Goal Setting (10 Minutes) (Away and Goal-Setting)
" Hand out small cups of M and Ms to each student.
&Instruct students that for each ‘Blue’ m and m that they have, share one way they will show they are
trustworthy or something that explains Trustworthiness.

Bridge to next lesson
"Explain that today we looked at ‘trustworthiness’. Our next pillar is ‘Respect’!
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(Activity adapted from: ‘What do Honesty and Integrity Mean? © The Random Acts of Kindness
Foundation. All Rights Reserved. www.randomactsofkindness.org) (Random Acts of Kindness
Foundation, 1995 – 2019)
Directions: Review the situation assigned to you, discuss the situation and responses in your
small group.
1. Your family limits screen time. You saw your brother take the ipad when he was not
supposed to have it. Your Mom comes home and asks where the ipad is. What would you
do?
a. Explain three different ways you could answer your Mom.

b. What might be the consequences of each of these answers?

c. Which, if any of your answers exhibit trustworthiness.

2. The Missing Money. As you were leaving their class, you saw $5 lying on the floor
near the door. You picked it up and put it in your pocket. When you were getting ready to
go home, you realized that you still had the money. Should you:
a. Keep it? Finders keepers, Losers weepers!

b. Turn it into the teacher?

c. Wait until tomorrow to see if anyone says anything, if no one does, keep it.

3. In your classroom, the teacher awards tickets when homework is completed accurately
and on time. The teacher uses the honor system and allows you to take your own ticket.
You are one ticket away from a prize you really want BUT you forgot to do your
homework. The teacher tells the class that whomever has homework completed can get
their ticket. What would you do?
a. Explain three different actions you could take.

b.

What might be the consequences of each of these actions?

c. Which, if any of your answers exhibit trustworthiness.

Character Counts: Respect

This Photo by Unknown Author is
licensed under CC BY-SA

At A Glance
Key Understanding: Respect is practicing the golden rule. It is am
important part of being a good and successful person.

Active Opening Activity – 10 minutes:
•

$100 Bill and 100 pennies

Relating Activity to Responsibility / Character (Anchor)– 5
minutes
•
•

Equal Value/Worth
Similarities and Differences

Creating a Vision (Apply)– 15 minutes (Content Delivery)
•
•
•

Define Respect
What does respect look like?
Consequences of not showing respect

Application and Reflection (Away )
•
•

Small group – scenarios
Respect yourself

•Summarize key points
•
•
•
•

Respect is something we learn and earn.
Respect is the Golden Rule: treat others as you wish to
be treated
Respect is important to work and play well with others
Respect is an important part of being a good and
successful person

!Assessment

Lesson Details
Time: 35 to 45 minutes
Learners will:
!l be able to explain what
respect means.
!be able to give examples
of ways we show respect at
school, at home, and in the
community.
!be able to identify
consequences that can
happen when they are not
respectful at school, at
home, or in the community
· Opening Activity:
$1 bill and 100 penies
Closing Activity
Wall of Respect OR
Respect Chain
! Materials and Supplies
#Pillar of Respect from ‘Six
Pillars’ lesson if available
# Scenario cards - Enough
for small groups
#3 per student: bricks OR
strips of paper

!Teaching Aids
#poster or interactive board
#poster or wall space for
wall of ‘Respect’

"Build a wall of Respect OR Respect Chain
Bridge to Next Lesson: (2 minutes) preview topic:
Responsibility
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Materials and Supplies Needed
Handouts

Scenarios
..\respect overcoming obstacles scenarios.pdf (Available n from:
https://www.overcomingobstacles.org/portal/curriculum/elementary3-5; page 7, used with permission)
•

‘bricks’ or strips of paper

- To be
divided
among small
groups
- 3 bricks per
student or
3 strips per
student

Teaching
Aids and
Preparation

$Pillar of ‘Respect’ from ‘Six Pillars’ lesson, if available
$$100 bill and 100 pennies
$poster or interactive board
$ Scenario cards – cut apart, page 7 of attached file (Overcoming Obstacles Grade 3 -5
curriculum)

Background
Information

Lesson Goal(s): For students to understand that Respect

is practicing the ‘Golden Rule’. Treat
others are you wish to be treated. Respect is important to being a good and successful
person. Respect is an important part of positive relationships.
The following link provides an overview of the Character Counts program and the six pillars:

https://charactercounts.org/program-overview/
RESPECT
Treat others with respect and follow the Golden Rule • Be tolerant and accepting of
differences • Use good manners, not bad language • Be considerate of the feelings of
others • Don’t threaten, hit or hurt anyone • Deal peacefully with anger, insults, and
disagreements
The following lesson materials were utilized in preparation of this lesson and offer
background information:
(Overcoming Obstacles, 2018)
https://www.overcomingobstacles.org/portal/curriculum/elementary-3-5
(Kids Helpline, 2019) (https://kidshelpline.com.au/teens/issues/all-about-respect)
‘Why respect’
Resources

(Character Counts, 2019) https://charactercounts.org/program-overview/six-pillars/
(Overcoming Obstacles, 2018)
https://www.overcomingobstacles.org/portal/curriculum/elementary-3-5
( Helpline, 2019) https://kidshelpline.com.au/teens/issues/all-about-respect
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Goals
Lesson Goal(s): Respect is to treat others how we wish to be treated.
Key Understanding: Respect is practicing the ‘Golden Rule’. Treat others are you wish to be
treated. Respect is important to being a good and successful person. Respect is an important part of
positive relationships.
Objectives:
Learners will…
# be able to explain what respect means.
# be able to give examples of ways we show respect at school, at home, and in the community.
#be able to identify consequences that can happen when they are not respectful at school, at home, or in the
community.

Curriculum Introduction
"Wear Yellow/ gold if possible, the color of respect
"Introduce yourself to the group
"Stand where everyone can see you and hear what you say
%Welcome students to Character Counts
%Provide an overview of the program –preview program and upcoming lessons
Opening Activity – 5 to 10 Minutes
"$1 or 100 Pennies (Activity from https://charactercounts.org/c3/ Student Engagement Page) (Character
Counts)

Materials: A dollar bill and 100 pennies
&Instructions:
Show a dollar bill and 100 pennies.
Divide a sheet of chart paper in half, using the heading of ‘Differences’ on one side and
‘Similarities’ on the other.
Ask students to brainstorm ways in which the $1 and 100 pennies are different first and
then ways they are the same.
&Ask - what (if anything) does this activity has to say about respect and how we would like
people /students to treat each other.
&Conclude that the $1 and 100 pennies are equal in value.
• Make the comparison to students:
• Even though we are different in many ways, we are all of equal value or worth.
Relating Game / Activity (Anchor) 5 minutes
"Share that today we are talking about the pillar of ‘Respect’.
If available, post pillar from introductory ‘Pillars’ Lesson
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&Discussion Questions:
o Are there more differences or similarities in the people we meet?
o Even though they are different in many ways, what is true of the dollar bill and the 100
pennies?
o What does this activity say as to how we should treat others we associate with or come
in contact with on a daily basis?
o Why is it hard to treat everyone as if they have the same worth?
o What are practical applications of this activity to what we would like to see at our
school?
o Can you think of what would be different at our school if everyone clearly understood
that in spite of differences, all students have the same worth?
Creating a Vision – (Add) (Content Delivery)
"Share objectives:
Learners will…
# be able to explain what respect means.
# be able to give examples of ways we show respect at school, at home, and in the community.
#be able to identify consequences that can happen when they are not respectful at school, at home, or in the
community.

"Define respect: (display on poster or interactive board)
•

Dictionary: ‘due regard for the feelings, wishes, rights, or traditions of others.’

•

Respect is a person’s feelings and/or actions toward other people, ourselves, and things.

"Why Respect?
&Lead discussion: Where have you heard the word ‘respect’ before? When, Why, By who?
&Discussion: Why is it important to be respectful? Solicit responses….
•

‘Respect is the glue that holds your relationships together…’ ‘Receiving
respect from others is important because it helps us to feel safe and to
express ourselves.’

•
•

Being respected teaches us how to be respectful toward others.
Respect means that you accept somebody for who they are, even when
they’re different from you or you don’t agree with them.
Respect in your relationships builds feelings of trust, safety, and wellbeing.
Respect doesn’t have to come naturally – it is something you learn.

•
•

(https://kidshelpline.com.au/teens/issues/all-about-respect)
&How do your teachers and other adults show you respect? (List responses on poster or interactive
board)
'
'
'

Help you
Call you by name,
Additional responses
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&Respect is treating others how you wish to be treated – the Golden Rule
&Where should we show respect?
o
o
o
o
o

At home
At school
At play or sports activities
Or in the public /community (in a store, or park…)
everywhere

"Summarize
o Respect helps build trust,
o You can respect someone even if you don’t like them
o Respect makes it easier to get along with others
o We can all learn respect.
Application and Reflection

"What does ‘respect’ ‘look like’…
&Break students into small groups, and provide each group with a Respect Scenario Card.
(Available n from: https://www.overcomingobstacles.org/portal/curriculum/elementary-3-5;
page 7, used with permission)
•
•
•
•

You can opt to create your own scenario cards to address behaviors in your school, or
you can use the scenarios provided in the “Respect Scenario Cards” activity sheet.)
Direct students to read the card in their group.
Then, have them work together to determine if the character in the scenario is being
respectful.
If he or she is not being respectful, the students are to determine what the character
should do to be respectful.

&When complete, have students read their scenario card to the whole class and then share what they
determined with their group.
%Reinforce positive responses, lead discussion correcting any responses that are not respectful

&Consequences: lead the class in a discussion about some consequences that could
happen in each area if a person is not respectful.
& Emphasize that it is also important to Respect Yourself:

Lead discussion – How do you ‘respect’ yourself
• Take care of yourself, exercise, eat good food
• Make positive choices
• Avoid negative behaviors
• Have good friends and be a good friend
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Summarize Key Concepts
•
•
•
•

Respect is something we learn and earn.
Respect is the Golden Rule: treat others as you wish to be treated
Respect is important to work and play well with others
Respect is an important part of being a good and successful person

Assessment and Goal Setting (10 Minutes) (Away and Goal-Setting)
"Wall of Respect (If possible, video students completing this activity and include in your
portfolio.)
&Hand out 3 ‘bricks’ to each student.
&On each ‘brick’ the student should write one way they will show respect:
• In the home
• In school
• In the community or other activities
&Have students ‘Build a wall’ by placing the bricks on a classroom or hall wall or poster
board/art paper.
&Check the bricks for understanding
OR
"Respect chain:
& divide students into small groups.
&Provide each group with a number of strips of paper 1in x 8 in
&Assign one of the following areas to each group.
&Direct students to come up with ways to show respect for their assigned area. Write each
one on a strip of paper
&When students are done, ask them to share with the class.
&As students share, staple or glue the ‘strips/links together, interlocking them to form a chain
&If possible, display the chain in the classroom or hall. Students could also add additional
respectful acts when they see or do one
Bridge to next lesson
" Thank students for attention and showing you ‘Respect’! The next pillar we will learn about is
‘Responsibility’.
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Pillar - Responsibility
At A Glance
Responsibility is one of the six pillars. Being
responsible is one way we show good character. Being
responsible, means you can be relied upon. You are
dependable.
Key Understanding:

Active Opening Activity – 10 minutes:
•
•

Pet Ponderings –
What are considerations when you have a pet?

Relating Activity to Responsibility / Character (Anchor)– 5
minutes
•
•

Responsibility is part of pet ownership
What does it mean to be ‘Responsible’?

This Photo by Unknown
Author is licensed under CC
BY-NC-ND

Lesson Details
• Time: 35 – 45 Minutes
• Learners will:
"Be able to explain
‘responsibility’.
"Share examples of how they
can be responsible at school and
home
"Understand that not ful/illing
responsibilities has
consequences.

• Opening Activity:

Creating a Vision (Apply)– 15 minutes (Content Delivery)
•
•

Responsibility Timeline
Words that explain Responsibility

•

What If? - Consequences

Application and Reflection (Away )
• Personal Responsibility Inventory
• Take a Stand
Summarize Key Understanding
• Responsibility is being accountable for your
words, actions and attitudes.
• Responsibility is doing what you are supposed to do.
Assessment
!What Stuck?
OR

!Students personalize a ‘Chore Chart’
Bridge to Next Lesson: (2 minutes) preview next
topic: Fairness
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Pet Ponderings
• Closing Activity
•

What Stuck or

•

Personalized
Chore Chart

! Materials and Supplies
-For each student:
•

•
•

Personal
Responsibility
Inventory
Sticky notes
Chore Chart

!Teaching Aids
• Responsibility Pillar
from ‘Six Pillars’
lesson
• Paper and markers
to create timeline
• Pet outline poster
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Materials and Supplies Needed
Handouts

!Personal Responsibility Inventory – page 4 and 5: PDF File
Personal Responsibility Inventory.pdf

Each, 1 copy per
student i

!Personalized Chore Chart ..\Responsibility Pillar - Pets\Chore
Chart - Pillar Responsibility Assessment.docx
Teaching Aids

•
•
•
•
•

Background
Information

Large piece of paper -art paper, butcher wrap or poster – to create timeline
OR interactive board.
markers
Poster of pet outline Dog outline.docx
Pet or stuffed animal to simulate pet
Sticky notes

Lesson Goal(s): Key

Understanding: . Responsibility is one of the six pillars. Being
responsible is one way we show good character. Being responsible, means you
can be relied upon. You are dependable.
‘Good Ideas’ Book, Character Counts Coalition,9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300, Los
Angeles, CA 90045 https://charactercounts.org/
(Random Acts of Kindness, 2019) https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/foreducators
Personal Responsibility Inventory, pages 4 and 5
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Goals
Lesson Goal(s): Pillar of Character – Responsibility
Key Understanding: Character is what determines how we behave, even when no one is looking.
Responsibility is one of the six pillars. Being responsible is one way we show good character. Being
responsible means you can be relied upon. You are dependable.
Learners will…
"Be able to explain ‘responsibility’.
"Share examples of how they can be responsible at school and home
"Understand that not fulfilling responsibilities has consequences
Curriculum Introduction
#Wear ‘Green’ – the color for Responsibility
#Introduce yourself to the group
#Stand where everyone can see you and hear what you say
$Welcome students to Character Counts
$Provide an overview of the program –Review the six pillars
Opening Activity – 5 to 10 Minutes
#Pet Ponderings -What are considerations when you have a pet?
!Some classrooms have a fish or other pet, or you may be able to bring your pet. Another
option would be a stuffed animal that could simulate a pet
%Introduce your pet, question and discussion:
• Why do people have pets?
• If you get a puppy, what are some things a puppy needs?
• As the puppy grows into an adult dog, what does it need?
• Then the puppy gets old and near their end of life, discuss needs..
o What kinds of things does a pet need? (Food, water, exercise, bath or cleaning,
health care, petting…)
o What might happen if we don’t give our pet what they need (get sick, starve,
become mean,
#Explain that these are consequences of us not caring for our pet or being ‘responsible’.
Relating Game / Activity Experience to Decision Making (Anchor) 5 minutes
#Responsibility – one of the six pillars of character – display pillar from ‘Six Pillars lesson’

#Lead discussion
% What does it mean to ‘be responsible’ for something like a pet or some chores at home?
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%What do you think it means to be responsible at school?
%If you say you will take care of your pet; feed, water, walk or play with – then that is your
‘responsibility.
%If your parents tell you they expect you to make your bed or keep your room picked up or do
dishes, that is a responsibility
Creating a Vision – (Add) (Content Delivery)
#Share objectives:
"Be able to explain ‘responsibility’.
"Share examples of how they can be responsible at school and home
"Understand that not fulfilling responsibilities has consequences.
#Using a long piece of paper, or a white board:
•

Create a ‘responsibility timeline’ – draw a horizontal line and starting when ‘someone’ or you
got up.

•

Record each event completed that showed responsibility: Getting dressed without being told,
feed your pet, putting dishes away after breakfast, getting to bus on time, bring needed
schoolwork….

#Refer to ‘Responsibility pillar from ‘Six Pillars lesson (optional)
Review words that explain Responsibility:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RESPONSIBILITY
Do what you are supposed to do
Do your best
Think before you act
Be accountable for your words, actions and attitudes
Set a good example for others
Choose a positive attitude
Make healthy choices

%Relate the above to ‘timeline tasks. Ask / provide students examples:
• complete their work
• set a good example for others
• consider consequences of their actions (and inactions)
#lead discussion on consequences – what might happen if you don’t care for your pet?
→This is a consequence, something that happens because of what you did or didn’t do.
Ask yourself, ‘What if…
→What if – this tells us a possible consequence
• What if I don’t do my homework? (Brainstorm consequences)
• What if I don’t doing chores at home?
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•

What if …

#You are responsible for you and what you do…if you make a mess….?
Application and Reflection (Apply)
# Personal Responsibility Inventory – page 4 and 5: PDF File Personal Responsibility
Inventory.pdf
% You may wish to do the reflection portion as a class or leave it for them to do individually.

#Take a Stand Activity
%Instruct students to stand on a line in the center of the room, designate one side
‘responsible’ and the other ‘not responsible’.
Read statements – traits/characteristics of a responsible person or actions.
Students should pick a side the of room based on whether or not they believe it
is ‘responsible’ or ‘not responsible’.
Traits of Responsible people:

• are organized and on time
• think before speaking or acting
• keep their promises
! do helpful things
• do their part
• do their best work
• are persistent (keep trying)
• don’t blame others for their mistakes

Not Responsible Characteristics
- late
- loose papers and belongings
- not do what they say they will
- watch out for themselves, do not help
- let others do the work
- lack effort – just get it done
- quit easily
- make excuses

Summarize Key Points
Summarize Key Concepts
%Responsibility is one of the six pillars of Character
•

RESPONSIBILITY
!Do what you are supposed to do

•

Do your best

•

Think before you act

•

Be accountable for your words, actions and attitudes

•

Set a good example for others

•

Choose a positive attitude

•

Make healthy choices
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Assessment and Goal Setting (10 Minutes) (Away and Goal-Setting)
#What sticks about responsibility? Post a poster of pet outline (dog attached) or project on
interactive board Dog outline.docx
% Provide each student with 3 sticky notes. Ask students to write one thing on each sticky that
they can do to show they are responsible.
% As students complete them, they should ‘stick’ them on the outline of the pet.
% If time allows, share some of the responses with the group.
OR

#Students will create a ‘chore chart’. Chore Chart - Pillar Responsibilit+ Assessment.docx
%Hand out blank ‘generic’ chore chart.
%Direct students to personalize the chart by adding their responsibilities/chores.
%Think about responsibilities at home, at school and in your community
%Encourage students to ‘check off’ when they completed that responsibility each day
%As you assist, review the chart for understanding.

Preview Next Lesson
#Explain that today we looked at ‘Responsibility’. Our next pillar is ‘Fairness’!
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Sunday

Week of _____________________________________

Name ________________________________________

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesda Thursday
y

Friday

Saturday

Personalize this chore chart with a list of your Responsibilities. Include tasks for home, and school.
! Check the box when you have completed the task that day. It will help you see tasks yet to be
done!

Task

This Photo by Unknown Author is
licensed under CC BY-NC

Fairness – Is it Fair?
At A Glance
Key Understanding: What is fair? Is being fair the same as being equal?
Being equal is treating everyone the same. Fairness means treating people
according to their needs.

Lesson Details
• Time: 35 - 45 minutes
• Learners will:
•

Understand the
difference between
fairness and equality.

•

Understand that
treating others fairly
promotes getting
along with others.

•

Describe how to
respond to a
situation with
fairness.

Active Opening Activity – 10 minutes:
•

Cookies and Candy

Relating Activity to Fairness/Character (Anchor)– 5 minutes
•
•

Define ‘Fairness
Acting Fairly

Creating a Vision (Apply)– 15 minutes (Content Delivery)
•
•

Activity: Prescription Eye Wear – Does fair mean equal?
Define: Fair vs Equal

Application and Reflection (Away )
•

Activity: Fair or Foul

•Summarize key points
• Fairness means giving people what they need to succeed.
• Acting fairly builds positive relationships and teamwork
• Fair and equal may not be the same thing.
!Assessment
"Fair Egg Experiment

OR
"Pair Share and Report
"Handout
Bridge to Next Lesson: (2 minutes) preview topic that you will
cover in the next session: Next Pillar - Caring
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• Opening Activity:
Cookies and Candy
• Closing Activity
Fair Egg
Experiment OR
Pair Share
! Materials and Supplies
-Take home flyer – Dealing
with Unfairness /Unfairness
Files

Teaching Aids
•

poster or smart board
to display de,initions of
fair vs. equal

•

Supply of
Cookies/Candy

•

Glass of water, salt, egg,
Tablespoon
Softball / bat (optional)

•
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Materials and Supplies Needed
Handouts

•

Dealing with Unfairness Fairness files Dealing with
Unfairness.pdf

Each, 1 copy per
child,

Teaching
Aids

Supply of Cookies / Candy
Egg, glass of water, salt, tablespoon
Softball/bat - Optional
poster or smart board with definitions of Fairness and Equality
Equality: the quality or state of being equal; the quality or state of having the same
rights, social status, etc.
Fairness: justice or equity in the way people are treated

Background
Information

Lesson Goal(s): Understanding Fairness
Key Understanding: What is fair? Is being fair the same as being equal? Being equal is
treating everyone the same. Fairness means treating people according to their needs.

Sources of
lesson info
and
Additional
Resources

(Free Spirit Publishing Blog, 2016) https://freespiritpublishingblog.com/2016/02/01/thatsnot-fair-teaching-kids-the-difference-between-fair-and-equal/

•
•
•
•

(Miller, Jaime, 1998) 107 Minute Life Lessons
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Goals
Lesson Goal(s): Understanding Fairness
Key Understanding: What is fair? Is being fair the same as being equal? Being equal is treating
everyone the same. Fairness means treating people according to their needs.
"Share objectives:
o

Understand the difference between fairness and equality.

o

Describe how to respond to a situation with fairness.

o Understand that treating others fairly promotes getting along with others.
Curriculum Introduction
"Introduce yourself to the group
"Stand where everyone can see you and hear what you say
#Welcome students to Character Counts
#Provide an overview of the program –preview program and upcoming lessons
Opening Activity – 5 to 10 Minutes
"Cookies and Candy
$With a supply of Cookies and Candy -distribute unequally/unfairly. Some should get both,
some only one, some neither.
o Lead discussion on how cookies and candies were distributed – You will most
likely get to”: ‘It’s not fair!’
o Redistribute so that everyone has the same number of items but not the same
things.
o Again, discuss feelings of distribution – is everyone ok with it or what are
the issues –Is it equal – everyone has the same number? Is it fair? Why or
Why not?
"Explain that there is a difference between being fair and being equal. Being fair to each other
helps us get along with each other.
Relating Game / Activity to Character (Anchor) 5 minutes
"Define Fairness
"If you are playing baseball/softball and someone cheats, how do you feel about them?
"Acting fairly makes it easier to cooperate and get along.
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Creating a Vision – (Add) (Content Delivery)
"Share objectives:
o

Understand the difference between fairness and equality.

o Understand that treating others fairly promotes getting along with others.
o Describe how to respond to a situation with fairness.
" Fair vs. Equal – prescription eyewear
Respectfully demand that everyone with glasses remove them because it’s not “fair” if some
have glasses while the rest of the class doesn’t.
$This will challenge their thinking about fair meaning we’re all the same. Lead a discussion on
the problem with this. Is it equal? (Yes) Why or Why not?
$Is it fair? (No), Why or Why not?
$ Key Point: fairness isn’t about everything being equal, but about leveling the playing field
so that people get what they need when they need it. Does everyone ‘need’ eyeglasses?
What if they ‘need’ them – can’t see but do not have them?
"Define: (dictionary definition)
Equality: the quality or state of being equal; the quality or state of having the same rights,
social status, etc.
Fairness: justice or equity in the way people are treated
#We need to treat people in a fair and just way. When we are fair, others will know we can be
trusted.
(Eyeglass concept obtained from: https://freespiritpublishingblog.com/2016/02/01/thats-not-fairteaching-kids-the-difference-between-fair-and-equal/)
Application and Reflection (Apply)
" Activity: Fair or Foul – may use ball and bat for props
$Once students understand and can discern between equality and fairness, use examples from
their everyday life for prompts in a game of “Fair or Foul?”
$Do these scenarios hit a fair ball or a foul ball in the game of life? If foul, how can they be
changed to make the situation fair?
→Some scenarios you can use are:
Your older sister gets to stay up later than you.
Your brother got money for his birthday and you didn’t.
Your friend brings her ball to school but won’t let you play with it.
Nick always gets to be the line leader.
You save a seat for someone in the cafeteria.
Your friend lets you cut in line in front of him at the drinking fountain.
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( Activity obtained from: https://freespiritpublishingblog.com/2016/02/01/thats-not-fair-teaching-kidsthe-difference-between-fair-and-equal/)

Summarize Key Concepts
• Fairness means giving people what they need to succeed.
• Acting fairly builds positive relationships and teamwork
• Fair and equal may not be the same thing.
Assessment and Goal Setting (10 Minutes) (Away and Goal-Setting)
!Assessment
"Fair Egg Experiment
$Materials: Clear drinking glass filled with cup of water; 1 fresh egg, ¼ cup salt, permanent
marker and tablespoon.
!Carefully place the egg in the glass of water. (Name the egg if you wish.) Tell
students that the egg represents someone who isn’t being treated fairly. The egg
should sink to the bottom.
!Ask for how they think this feels? This might represent how you feel when you are
treated unfairly: sad, depressed, defeated, unappreciated, unloved, un-liked.
!Remove the egg from the water and set it aside.
!Explain: Can we make the egg float with fairness
→The salt represents different ways to show fairness to others.
→Ask each student to explain a way to show fairness as they add 1 Tablespoon
of salt to the glass.
! examples:
- Following the rules of a game, taking turns, helping someone,
doing your own schoolwork.
!Put the egg back in the water. (Add a smiley face with marker, if you wish). It will now
float.
!Explain that now the egg is supported with fairness and acceptance.

OR
"Pair Share and Report
→Working with a partner or in a small group, ask students to think of a situation and how they
could make it fair or equal – explain which it is and why.
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→You could also use the situations on the handout: ‘Unfairness Files/Dealing with Unfairness’
Fairness files Dealing with Unfairness.pdf
"Handout – Review ‘Dealing with Unfairness’ Dealing with Unfairness.pdf
!Bridge
– preview next lesson- next Pillar - Caring
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Caring -Tools for a Lifetime
At A Glance

Key Understanding: Being a person of character helps build
relationships. Our character affects how we relate to other people
and our ability to make and keep friends. Caring is important to
building lasting relationships and a strong society.
Curriculum Introduction
Active Opening Activity – 10 minutes:
•

Toolbox and Tools

Relating Activity to Character - Building relationships
(Anchor)– 5 minutes
•
•

Character Toolbox
Define Character

Creating a Vision (Apply)– 15 minutes (Content Delivery)
•
•
•
•

Define Caring
How does ‘Caring’ make a difference?
Obstacles to Caring
Who and What do we care about

Application and Reflection (Away )
•
•

Why is Caring important
Caring Attributes/Characteristics

•Summarize key points
•
•
•

How we treat others demonstrates our character.
Caring and Kindness are contagious. One caring or
kind act encourages another
Think about how YOU measure up!

!Assessment
" Chain of Care

This Photo by Unknown Author
is licensed under CC BY

Lesson Details
• Time: 35 - 45 Minutes
• Learners will:
#Define caring
#Describe actions that
demonstrate caring
#identify obstacles to caring

• Opening Activity:
Tool Box
• Closing Activity
Chain of Care
! Materials and Supplies
Paper clips OR
Slips of paper 1 in x 11 in
(Stapler or glue – if doing
paper chain)
Yellow circles OR sample
emoji
Teaching Aids:
• Toolbox
• Hammer
• Level
• Cardboard Saw
• Measuring Tape
• Duct tape
• Flip chart or interactive
board
• Clear bowl of water
• Small packets of
pepper and sugar
• Bar of soap

Bridge to Next Lesson: (2 minutes) preview topic: Citizenship
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Materials and Supplies Needed
Student
Supplies

•
•
•

Markers/pens or pencils
Yellow circles for emoji Yellow circle for emoji.docx
OR Emoji faces sample emoji.docx

•

Paper clips for Chain of Caring OR

# determined by
teacher
3 per student

Strips of paper if choosing to do paper chain
$Flip chart or interactive board
$Tool box with Cardboard Saw, Measuring Tape, hammer, level, duct tape
$Glass bowl of water, small packets of sugar, pepper, bar of soap –
- You may wish to have one and demonstrate at front of class or you could
divide
students into groups and have each group complete the
experiment
•

Teaching Aids

Background
Information
Resources

Lesson Goal(s): Lesson Goal(s): Knowing that being a person of character
helps build relationships.
Key Understanding: Our character affects how we relate to other people and our
ability to make and keep friends. Caring is important to building lasting
relationships and a strong society.
Character Counts https://charactercounts.org/
Student Engagement Webpage
Good Ideas Book: Character Counts Coalition, 9841 Airport Blvd., Los
Angeles, California 90045
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Goals
Lesson Goal(s): Knowing that being a person of character helps build relationships.
Key Understanding: Our character and affects how we relate to other people and our ability to make
and keep friends. Caring is important to building lasting relationships and a strong society.
Learners will…
#Define caring
#Describe actions that demonstrate caring
#identify obstacles to caring
Curriculum Introduction

"If possible, wear Red
"Introduce yourself to the group
"Stand where everyone can see you and hear what you say
%Welcome students to Character Counts
%Provide an overview of the program –preview program and upcoming lessons
Opening Activity – 5 to 10 Minutes
"Tool Box
& Tools for a life time- Talking about Character Tools
" Introduce Toolbox (closed)
→Lead Discussion, solicit responses
• Use of tools
• What It may help to build.
" Introduce tools (paper cutouts of tools) and use; describe use and/or solicit responses
o Hand saw – cutting apart or in a shape
o Hammer – reinforces behavior – hammer the point home - positive
o Measuring tape
- used to measure what will fit and it can show growth
o Level – keep things straight and on the ‘level’
o What other tools would you have in your box
' Duct tape
' pliers
" Summarize
o Tools and a toolbox help us build things

Relating Game / Activity Experience to Relationships (Anchor) 5 minutes
" Introduce a different type of toolbox: Character Tool Box
• Introduce individuals to their ‘Everyday Toolbox’
• Everyone has one
• Helps us make it through the day and be successful
"Character Toolbox
→Review definition of character –
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-Character is what determines how we behave, even when no one is looking.
-The mental and moral values unique to an individual
→Introduce Pillar of Caring:
→Think about what kind of tools would go into a toolbox for ‘Caring”
Creating a Vision – (Add) (Content Delivery)

"Share objectives: Today we will...
'
'
'

Define caring
Describe actions that demonstrate caring
identify obstacles to caring

"Define ‘Caring’
• ‘displaying kindness and concern for others’
• Being kind
• Forgiving others
• Being compassionate
• Showing others you care
• Helping those in need

! How does ‘Caring’ make a difference?
Learning Objective: To realize what we say and do makes a difference
Materials: Bowls half full of water; small packets of pepper; sugar packets; pieces of soap
Instructions:
&Put a small bowl half full of water on each table, two packets of pepper, a packet of
sugar, and a piece of soap.
' Pepper: Ask students to sprinkle the pepper liberally on the water.
• The pepper represents all the people with whom you interact – family, friends,
neighbors, teachers, other students, etc.
• How we get along with these people depends on what we do and say when we are with
them.
• Talk about the power of words and actions and how they can be respectful or hurtful,
rude, or unkind.
'

Soap: The soap represents the hurtful, rude words.
• Ask students to place and hold the soap in the middle of the pepper.
• Within three seconds, they are to pull the soap out of the bowl. The soap will repel the
pepper and make it move to the sides of the bowl.
• Relate this illustration to what happens in life with people to whom we are hurtful or
unkind.

'

Sugar Next, have students pour the sugar in the center of the water.
• The pepper will move towards the sugar.
• Again, relate this to real life and how others react when we are kind and caring by words
and actions.
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(Character Counts) https://charactercounts.org/c6/ Student Engagement

"Obstacles to Caring
→Are there things that make it difficult to care or show we care?
→Brainstorm – examples: when people are mean, bullies, when we don’t like someone, when
people are different, etc.
"Who / what do we ‘Care’ about
→Clarify – our toolbox looks at the tools we need to be a caring person
→What and who do we care about?
Each other
Family
School
Class
Community
Ourselves

Application and Reflection (Apply)
"Why is Caring important? – Solicit responses
• Makes people feel good to know someone cares
• Helps us build good positive relationships
• Bullying doesn’t happen when people care about each other
"Caring Attributes (Characteristics) – How do you show you are caring and kind?
%If creating an emoji is too difficult for the age of students, have students use emojis
and explain the characteristic it represents.
→ Create an Emoji
• Display a large outline of a person (can be drawn on large sheet of art paper)
Working with a partner or in a small group, provide each student with cutout
yellow circles
• On each circle, students create an emoji to show one attribute/ characteristic of
caring.
• Brainstorm Characteristics/Attributes (An attribute is ‘a quality or feature regarded as a
characteristic or inherent part of someone or something.’)
o Possible attributes/characteristics of caring
' Be thankful (show gratitude), Polite, kind, good listener, helps when
needed, good sport, expresses feelings, is honest, pays attention,
respect each other, say thank you, compassionate, show concern,
shows empathy, understand how you feel, do things for each other
• Students share attributes by placing their emojis on the outline of the person
"Summarize – these are tools we use to show people we care
Summarize Key Concepts
• How we treat others demonstrates our character.
• Caring and Kindness are contagious. One caring or kind act encourages another
• Caring builds positive relationships
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Assessment and Goal Setting (10 Minutes) (Away and Goal-Setting)
(NOTE: If possible, video students as they share how they will show kindness/caring and include in your
portfolio.)
Chain of Care: - or paper chain
• Hand out 3 paperclips to each student,
• Begin the paperclip chain by naming 3 ways you will show kindness/caring
• Ask each student to share 3 ways they will show kindness and caring, each student then adds
their paper clips to the chain
• If possible, hang the chain somewhere in classroom and encourage students to add a paperclip
whenever they see an act of kindness/caring
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Character Counts
Lesson 5: Pillar -Caring - Tools for a Lifetime
Character Counts Curriculum 2019

South Dakota Youth Foundation
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Pillar - Citizenship
At A Glance

Key Understanding: Being a person of character helps build
relationships. As a citizen we can have an impact on the world
around us. A good citizen asks what they can do for their
community and makes it better with their involvement.
Curriculum Introduction
Active Opening Activity – 10 minutes:
JFK Quote / Video Clip
Relating Activity to Character - Citizenship
(Anchor)– 5 minutes
•

•
•

Discussion
Define Citizenship

Creating a Vision (Apply)– 15 minutes (Content Delivery)
•
•
•

Recipe for Citizenship
What do good citizens do?
How does being a good citizen impact the community?

This Photo by Unknown Author is
licensed under CC BY-SA

Lesson Details
• Time: 35 - 45 Minutes
• Learners will:
#explain citizenship
#Describe actions that
demonstrate citizenship
#Identify tasks we can do to
demonstrate positive citizenship.

• Opening Activity:
JFK quote/video
• Closing Activity
Five Finger Process
" Materials and Supplies
Skittles or M & Ms
Handout: Are you a good Citizen

Application and Reflection (Away )
•
•

Are you a Good Citizen – self evaluation
Actions of good citizens; home, school, community, world

•Summarize key points
!Citizenship is the way you act as a responsible, involved member of
the community
!Good citizens do more than just show up, they contribute in a positive
way wherever they go.
!Good citizens make whatever they are involved in better.

Teaching Aids:
Flip chart or interactive board
Equipment to show video clip –
Optional
‘Parable of a Master Carpenter’
– Optional (may wish to display
on interactive board)

"Assessment
• Five Finger Process
• Summarizing quote
Bridge to Next Lesson: (2 minutes) preview topic:
OR
Summary of Character Counts
‘Parable of a Master Carpenter’
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Materials and Supplies Needed
Student
Supplies
Teaching Aids

Background
Information

Resources

•

Handout: Are you a Good Citizen

1 per student

$Flip chart or interactive board to display quote etc.
$Video clip of JFK inaugural address:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLdA1ikkoEc
$AV equipment to show video clip - optional
Lesson Goal(s): Lesson Goal(s): Knowing that being a person of character
helps build relationships.
Key Understanding: As a citizen we can have an impact on the world around us.
A good citizen asks what they can do for their community and makes it better
with their involvement.
Character Counts https://charactercounts.org/
‘Parable of a Master Carpenter’ http://charactercounts.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/03/Parable_of_the_Master_Carpenter_33.pdf

‘Are You A Good Citizen

(https://www.goodcharacter.com/middle_school/citizenship/)
Background info and quotes: http://myfisd.com/character/ccmonthacts_citizen.html
‘A National School of Character’ Westwood-Bales, ARCHIVES 2007-2008
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Goals
Lesson Goal(s): Understanding Citizenship.
Key Understanding: As a citizen we can have an impact on the world around us. A good citizen asks
what they can do for their community and makes it better with their involvement.
Curriculum Introduction
%If possible, wear Purple
%Introduce yourself to the group
%Stand where everyone can see you and hear what you say
!Welcome students to Character Counts
!Provide an overview of the program –preview program and upcoming lessons
Opening Active Game – 5 to 10 Minutes
%Display the following quote on a poster or interactive boards quote or show a video clip of this

speech
‘And so, my fellow Americans, ask not what your country can do for you — ask what
you can do for your country. My fellow citizens of the world; ask not what America will
do for you, but what together we can do for the freedom of man.’ — John F. Kennedy
%Optional: Show the video clip of this speech: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLdA1ikkoEc
&Lead Discussion –
Explain: John F. Kennedy was the 35th president of the United States. This is quote
from his inaugural address.
' What do you think he meant?
' Who do you think are the citizens of the world?
' Do you think you can do things for your country?
' What do you think this might be called?
Relating Game / Activity Experience to Characcter (Anchor) 5 minutes
% Definition of citizenship
‘the position or status of being a citizen of a particular country’.
- What country, state, city, community are you a citizen of?
- the way you act as a responsible member of the community
community includes- home, school, town, state, country
&Citizenship is the 6th Pillar of Character
Creating a Vision – (Add) (Content Delivery)
%Share objectives: Today we will...
#explain citizenship
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#Describe actions that demonstrate citizenship
#Identify tasks we can do to demonstrate positive citizenship.
%Recipe for Citizenship

-

Share your favorite recipe (or select a recipe from the Materials and Resources page)
Optional – have the recipe made to sample
What are the parts of a recipe?
&Lead discussion, Solicit responses
' list of ingredients
' amounts
' directions
' other…

&Suggest: lets make a recipe for citizenship
!Write ‘ingredients’ on flip chart or interactive board.
→What would be the ingredients?
Examples:
• Involvement / Participation
• Patriotism
• Volunteering/helping
• Voting when eligible
• Conservation – care of the environment
• Service
• Follow the rules
• Responsibility
• Respect
• All the pillars of character?
• Other…
&Which ingredient makes citizenship better?
Is there an ingredient
Citizenship is about making whatever organization you're a part of better because you're
there
‘What makes the BEST citizen? My definition has always been that good citizens make
wherever they go BETTER because they're there.’ (http://myfisd.com/character/CCMonth1112/cc_citizen.html)

&What if people were NOT good citizens. What would it be like?
Examples,
•
•
•
•

no one would follow rules,
driving would be less safe because speed limits aren’t enforced,
trash and garbage would pile up, etc.
Generate other ideas

&Emphasize that citizenship encompasses:
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•
•
•
•

Caring about your community and country.
Being responsible and respectful to people, animals and the environment.
Being informed about the needs in your school, community and country.
Doing your best to make your home, school and community a better place.
(http://myfisd.com/character/CCMonth11-12/cc_citizen.html)

&What do good citizens do?
• do their share to make their school and community better.
• cooperate.
• stay informed and vote.
• are good neighbors.
• obey laws and rules and respect authority.
• protect the environment.
&How does being a good ‘citizen’ impact the community?
→Generate discussion
Application and Reflection (Apply)
%Are You A Good Citizen? Self-evaluation Are You a Good Citizen self eval.pdf
Create personal awareness: Handout – ask students to complete self- evaluation (Adapted
from: ‘Are You A Good Citizen’ at https://www.goodcharacter.com/middle_school/citizenship/)
&Students complete individually and discuss
OR
&Read each statement and students complete a directed movement if they answer yes
$Example: ‘I participate in community service.’
– Stand up if answer is yes
– Turn right if answer is ‘yes
– Raise your right hand
– Etc.
%Actions of good citizens – What can we do?
– Distribute Skittles or M & Ms to each student –
(Use a large bag and give each student a scoop or give small individual bags, one to
each student
&Instruct students
→Based on the color of Skittle/M & M you have, please share one way you can be a good
citizen in that area: (Display the following color list on a poster or interactive board)

o
o
o
o
o

Red candy: how can you be a good citizen in your classroom or playground
Yellow candy – at public/school events and activities?
Brown candy- in your local community
Green candy – in the world
Blue Candy – Wild card, share any idea about how to be a good citizen or what makes a
good citizen
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&Summarize – everyone can make a difference
‘Good citizens do more than just show up, they contribute in a positive way wherever they go.’
http://myfisd.com/character/ccmonthacts_citizen.html

Summarize Key Concepts
!Citizenship is the way you act as a responsible, involved member of the community
!Good citizens do more than just show up, they contribute in a positive way wherever they go.
!Good citizens make whatever they are involved in better.
Assessment and Goal Setting (10 Minutes) (Away and Goal-Setting)
%What will YOU do?
Five Finger Process
Divide students into pairs
&Instruct:
• Students should stand facing each other.
• On student puts up their right hand as if making a pledge
• The other student puts up their left hand so that their hand mirrors and is
touching the other student’s hand
&Students each share five easy things they can do to put citizenship in action –
practice being a good citizen – one for each finger and thumb
• Examples:
I will …
Recycle – paper or plastic or aluminum cans.
Pick up litter …
Donate to a food bank
Volunteer at __________________
Follow directions in the classroom
%Summarize
&Share quote:
"One person can make a difference, and everyone should try."
— John F. Kennedy
Bridge to next lesson or Summarize Character Counts Pillars/Program
%Preview next lesson topic
OR
%If this is the last lesson for Character Counts:
Summarize Character Counts and Six Pillars
Solicit responses about each pillar from students
• Trustworthiness
• Respect
• Responsibility
• Fairness
• Caring
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•

Citizenship

%You may wish to conclude with “Parable of the Master Carpenter’
Parable_of_the_Master_Carpenter_33.pdf (http://charactercounts.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/03/Parable_of_the_Master_Carpenter_33.pdf
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Teens as Teachers
Character Counts – Pillar Citizenship

South Dakota Youth Foundation

2019
Adapted from checklist at: https://www.goodcharacter.com/middle_school/citizenship/

Are You a Good Citizen?
(Take this self-evaluation and decide for yourself.)
True

False
I do my part for the common good.

I do Things to make my school better..

I take responsibility for things I do.

I participate in community service.

I do what I can to take care of the environment.

I obey the law.
I am a good neighbor.
I think I am/am not a good citizen because: ___________________

